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Abstract

Oil and gas reservoirs are characterized by qualitative and quantitative values using
pressure transient analysis. The well test is conducted by creating a flow disturbance in the
well and recording the related response of the bottom-hole pressure. Well test analysis
consists of two main phases: (1) the recognition of the entire reservoir model, and (2) the
model parameter estimation. The objective of this study is to apply the Artificial Neural
Network (ANN) technology to identify the reservoir model. A multilayer neural network had
been used with back propagation optimization algorithm for the recognition process. The
required training and test datasets have been generated by using the analytical solutions of
commonly used reservoir models. Nine networks have been constructed; each one
differentiates among six boundary models. Most commonly found reservoir models of
different inner, outer boundary and reservoir medium are included (e.g. vertical, fracture
and horizontal wells; homogenous, dual porosity and radial composite reservoirs; and
infinite, one sealing fault, two sealing faults, rectangle and circle boundaries).

Each of the ANN of the 9 networks has been constructed by one input layer with either
100 or 200 input nodes, two hidden layers; each has 0.5 of the number of the input nodes
and one output layer with six nodes characterizing the different reservoir boundary models.
Different network structures and training intensity were tested during this work to arrive at
optimum network design.

The performance of the proposed ANN has been examined by the actual field data in
addition to simulated noisy and smooth datasets by two testing modes; individual network
testing and comparative modes. The results indicate that the proposed multilayer neural
network can recognize the reservoir models with acceptable accuracy. This work shows that
distributing the commonly used reservoir models into 9 networks and by using two hidden
layers for each network with large training datasets can yield very good model identification
even with low noise level data.
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Nomenclature

B = Formation volume factor, RB/STB

Bo = Oil formation volume factor, RB/STB

Bg = Gas volume factor, RB/MSCF

cg = Gas compressibility, psi-1

ct = Total compressibility, psi-1

ct = Total compressibility, 1/psi

C = Wellbore storage coefficient, STB/psia

CD = Dimensionless wellbore storage coefficient

Δt = Shut-in Time, hr

ΔtD = Dimensionless shut-in time

h = Net pay thickness, ft

k = permeability, md

ϕ = porosity, fraction

pi = Initial reservoir pressure, psia

pwf = Flowing pressure, psia

pws = Shut-in pressure, psia

pD = Dimensionless pressure (generic)

psD = Dimensionless pressure with skin effects

pwD = Dimensionless pressure with wellbore storage and skin effects

pwD = Dimensionless pressure in the wellbore

pwD' = Logarithmic derivative of dimensionless pressure in the wellbore
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pwsD = Total dimensionless wellbore pressure with skin effects

pwCD =
Total dimensionless wellbore pressure with wellbore storage and
skin effects

q = Flow rate, STB/D

qsf = Sand-face flow rate, STB/D

qsur = Surface flow rate, STB/D

qD = Dimensionless rate

rw = Wellbore radius, ft

r = Radial distance, ft

rD = Dimensionless radius

reD = Dimensionless drainage radius

re = Drainage radius, ft

s = Skin factor, dimensionless

t = Time, hr

tp = Production time, hr

tD = Dimensionless time

tDpss = Dimensionless time to reach pseudo-steady state

Μ = Viscosity, cp

u = Laplace transform parameter, 1/t

= For all
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Subscripts

g = gas

L = liquid

o = oil

p = produced

r = Reservoir

sc = standard condition

st = stock-tank

w = water
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In pressure transient test analysis (PTA), the observed pressure signal is usually
presented in multiple specialized plots to identify the wellbore, reservoir and boundary
models based on the user observation and his understanding of the well test environment.
Since the introduction of well testing derivative in 1980s, the log-log pressure and pressure
derivative versus time plot became the standard diagnostic plot in well test analysis. It often
requires an expert engineer to identify the appropriate well and/or reservoir model that fits
the data. After model identification, the expert engineer goes into the model parameter
estimate exercise, usually using a combination of straight line analysis techniques and
regression methods.

Unfortunately, pressure transient analysis may not yield a unique reservoir model as
several models could have similar signatures on the diagnostic plot. For these similar
models, we can perform regression using multiple different models and all may obtain
relatively acceptable matches. But which model represents our actual reservoir? To answer
this question, the well test interpretation engineers may spend countless hours of analysis
trying different models and integrating all external information available. The engineer can
also miss trial of certain appropriate well and reservoir models. Automatic model
identification techniques were developed to help well test interpretation engineers in their
analysis. This research work concentrates on the use of neural network models in automatic
model identification.

Through the course of this work, a focused literature review is introduced in Chapter 2
in which two parts introduced. The first part discusses historical development of analytical
pressure transient solutions for the selected models in this research, and the second part
presents all the previous work implemented in the use of neural networks and other
approaches for the reservoir model identification.

The problem statement and the solution approach are introduced in Chapter 3. In
Chapter 4, description for the solution workflow is introduced. This chapter starts with a
brief summary for the analytical formulas of the selected PTA solutions, followed by a
complete description for the neural networks structure and their learning and testing
workflows. Chapter 5 presents the results of this research. It discusses the testing datasets
and testing modes (i.e. individual and comparative testing modes) in details and presents a
complete statistical review for all the results. Discussion of results is also provided to


